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TwO forms of bedrOCk occur in the Chavez Pass Ruins diStrict. The older 

bedrock is Na�ajo Sandstone, which is recognized as a terrestial deposit in thiS 

area and therefore rattler highly variable In regard to particle sileo One also 

observes ancient erosion channels and lenses of eVaporite deposits 1n �arious places 

within tile sandstone. The second bedroc1< deposit is a basalt flow. ThiS overl ies 

ttle Navajo Sandstone and is generally hori2onta1. It is li�ely that a fault 

running south-west to nortll-east south of the Area I-Area 2 complex haS created 

two significant geological features. The first of these i s  ttle spring which 

today feeds a cattle tall�, whiCh seems to eminate from the NHajo Sandstone deposit 

as a result of faulting. The second is the block faulting of ttle basalt capping 

layer with consequent southward strike and the creation of a "spine" of basalt 

bedrOCK on the northern peripheries of Pueblo I and Pueblo II. 

Three forms of non-indurated deposit directly overlie these bedrocks. 

Directly overlying the Na�ajo Sandstone is a deposit of chemically weathered sandstone 

which frequently is observed to contain lenses of a greenish whlte clay deposit 

(probably kaolini te). In the area of the cen:etery district east of Pueblo " 

one frequently finds this chemically weathered sandstone as a very thin layer 

with apparent caliche flecks and nodules. In Its upper portions, this deposit 
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may ha�e some admixture with chilrcoal. The deep reddish soils of the terraces 

of Area 4 apparently are of this weathered sandstone deposit. The second non-

1ndurated deposit is chemically weathered b<!salt which has formed chys and which 

contains pebbles of un�'eathered basalt in its lower portions. This deposit may be 

very deep (as occurs on the top of Chavez ��untain), or it may be quite sh3110w 

(as occurs 1n the southern portions of Area 1 and Area 2). The third non-indurated 

deposit is weathered basalt also, but occurs in the form of a white unit of silt 

and clay size particles. The deposit occurs on the surface of the block faulted, 

dipping, basalt in the areas of Pueblo I and Pueblo II. It is apparently the 

result of ground water movement �long the fault line, which has bleached the 

bedrock and left a remanant sal t deposit. Each of these non-indurated, primary, 

deposits probably formed beneath a stabl� soil profile. 

Th@r@ are fi ve younger non-indurated d@posits which appear, given their 

content of charcoal and artifactual materials, to have developed during the 

period of use and r@sidential occupation of the Chavez Pass Ruins district. The 

oldest of these lS a brown, fairly coarse-grained deposit which Mas been 

Observed as the fill of crypts cut into the sandstone bedrock to the east of 

Pueblo II and north of P�eblo in cem�tery areas. This deposit is infOmldlly 

called the older brown midden. Older brown midden also OCCUf5 as a sheet deposit 

in the cemetery district. This may be an intentional sheet midden, but this 

seems unlikely as it is very limited in extent. It seems more likely that older 

brown midden was used to cover as well as fill early crypt graves and the lensing 

observed results from sheet wash of the covering deposits. Superimpos�d upon 

the older brown midden one observes a red brown deposit rich in charcoal and 

artifacts. This deposit is particularly well represented in the cemetery 

districts of the Pueblos II and ill, and apparently constitutes the II"kljority of 
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o the fill of the buried and collapsed rooms of all the Pueblos. Some grave crypts 

intruded through the red brown midden deposits to the sandstone bedrock are 

filled with red brown midden. Other 9ra�es have been observed intruded into 

the red brown midden depo,it, and filled with red brown midden. Some of the 

latter are interments in bell-shaped pits. There seems little question that the 

red brown midden deposit is a combination of intentional deposition and slope 

wash where it occurs, particularly in the cemetery districts. Palynological 

evidence suggests the red brown midden dep(lsits of the cemetery districts date 

AD 1 125-1315. Ceramic associations, a lternativel y , suggest that the red-brown 

midden used as room fill in Pueblo I and Pueblo II dates after AD 1325. It 

seems not unlikely that tne red brown midden deposits of tne cemetery districts 

were used as room in -fill ing materials at the later date . 

Superimposed uDon the red brown midden is another brown deposit, again 

rich in artifacts and charcoal, which is informally called the younger brown 

midden. I have never observed younger brown midden as a fill of internment pits 

or utilized as a fill above such internments. The observed pattern is one of 

extensive, sometimes up to 35 cm deep, slope wash deposit. Younger brown midden 

also constitutes a portion of the fill of abandoned rooms, as is best evidenced 

to-date in the area east of Pueblo II. 

Dense concentrations of pot sherds, lithic debitage and stone tools in the 

areas of Pueblo I and Pueblo II appear to be the result of deflation of the 

younger brown midden, and thus concentration of the artifactual material. To-date, 

no obvious occupational midden deposits have been found in any of the Pueblo areas. 

The dense concentrations of artifactual r€"fTh)ins I<Ihich appear at the surface in some 

portions o f  Area 1, Area 2 and Area 3 all seemed to be deflations of younger brown 

midden, rather than primary midden deposits. In the cemetery districts associated 
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with Pueblo I and Pueblo II one C()flITI()nly observes pits dug into and through 

younger brown midden which have been refilled with cobble-to-boulder sized rock 

and younger brown midden redeposition. To my knowledge, no burial materials are 

found in these associations. Also, as far as I <'1m aware, there is no cledr 

evidence that these features are substantively younger than the younger brown 

midden itscl f. 

The depositional unit which is apparently younger than the younger brown 

midden and the pits which intrude the younger brown midden is to be found exposed 

along the ilrroyo cut entrenching the valley of Chavez Pass. Generally, as 

evidenced by terracing features on the floor of the Chavez Pass valley, the 

deposits of Area 4 are citller more ancient than the horizon of occupation or 

relate to that horizon. This youngest unit, however, does overlie such terraced 

features stratigraphically and therefore may relate to the very latest horizon 

of occupation. As portions of these deposits contain a small amount of artifactual 

material, they may be linked to the occupational horizon of Chavez Ruins. It is 

not improbable, however, that in fact this deposit completely postdates the 

occupation horizon. 

It is fairly clear that the surface presently observed in the maJor room 

blocks of the Pueblos, in the area of terracing which is identified as Area 4, 

in the area at the top of Chavez mountain, and also in the cemetery districts, is 

not the surface upon which the latest occupation of the Chavez Ruins district 

took place. There are many biological and geological indicators of mass wasting 

in a very recent period, and it is certain that a good deal of erosion has taken 

place since place since occupation occurred. The surfaces of the architectural 

and agricultural terraces, then, very likely once contained an A soil horizon 

which no longer exists. The deflation of younger brown midden deposits in the 
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cemetery districts in t�e areas of Pueblo I and Pueblo I I  also argues for the 

stripping of surface deposits since occupation. The surface of agricultural 

lands observed on the top and terraces of Chavez mountain Is very evidently not 

the surface actually utllhed for agricultural production. 

One of the principal an::haeological imp1 icatians of the study of the 

stratigraphy of the Chavez Pass Ruins 15 that al��st all of the deposits which 

/Ire likely to be encountered in the excavation of room blocks lire in fact 

artifacts. The room fill deposits seem to be middens of various colors which 

were utilized r�ther generally as fills. As II result, artifacts of '" variety of 

chronol ogical positions would appear mixed together at almost any depth below 

surface In room fill. EXCllv�tion of room blocks in terms of ·nHur�1 str�tlgrapt\ic 

levels", therefore, prob�bly will not prove at all productive for chronological 

control. These data suggest that excavHion controlled by arllitrilry levels will 

al50 b@ ... holly ineffective, or rarely effective, in producing chronological 

control of associated archlte<:turill or artifactural materials. 

Chronological research to-dilte has concentrated on the PQllen sequences 

in depositions from the cemetery district. A seque ntial ordering o f  the pollen 

records obUlined indicateS. indeed, that the general superpoSition of .. iddens of 

different colors in the cemetery districts is chronologically significant. However, 

the superpositions and deposits often OCCur in lense form. Therefore. the 

absence of a given stratum In a �rticular excavation unit would not necessarily 

denote the absence of a chronological hor izon. Excaviltlon of the cemetery districts 

in terms of " natural" stratigraphic units wil l be ineffective unless large areas -

perhaps on the order of 10 J( 10 meter squares -- are exposed at once. The 

excavation of such large units would allow stratigraphically related lensed 

deposit ions to be exposed in plan and removed as units . 
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